About the Tuition Input View

This visual aid shows the Tuition Input view in NUPlans Forecasting. Print this document. Use it for visual reference with related job aids and to take notes with related videos.

- To enter head counts: (1) enter an amount, (2) optionally enter a percentage, and (3) select a method. NUPlans recalculates each time you select a method.
- To enter rates: (4) enter an amount, (5) optionally enter a percentage, and (6) select a method. NUPlans recalculates automatically.
- The calculation you created is Current Head Count x Current Rate = Total Revenue. Scroll right to see more calculations based on your input and the program profiles.

See Also
Refer to the related video and job aid, titled: Enter Tuition Revenue Forecasts

Use the “T_Program” dimension to show/hide programs that you created.
Use the “T_Tuition_Info” dimension to show/hide columns.
Use the “G_Month” dimension to verify the month on display and to see previous months.
Use the “G_BudgetGrouping” dimension to verify the budget grouping on display and to select another budget grouping, as applicable.
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